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In this case, the consumer arbitration rules AAA apply (with the exception of rules or procedures) regulation or approval of group action proceedings.. When you sign up for a paid service, please provide a payment method and provide us with accurate billing and payment information and keep it updated.. Renew We cancel the subscription automatically
and charges the credit card or other payment method you have provided to us unless you cancel your subscription at least 48 hours before the end of the current period.

However, for any reason whatsoever mentioned in item 14 2 c, in the absence of the group appeal, can not be enforced in relation to all or part of the dispute, the arbitration agreement is not for this dispute or part.. As an alternative to arbitration, you may bring a person before a court of small claims in your residential area (or if a business, your
headquarters) or Santa Clara County, California given that dispute your meets the requirements of small power law.. We can share aggregated or pseudonym information (including demographic information) with partners like publishers, advertisers, metrics, apps, or other businesses.. However, for any reason whatsoever provided for in section 14 3 c, in the
absence of the group appeal case in respect of all or part of the dispute, the arbitration agreement in this dispute or part is not valid for the subscription period for such taxable services.. These paid services are subject to the additional terms you agree when you sign up for the paid service and these terms.
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AAA will use arbitration rules for settlement of disputes under these terms, unless you are a person and use the services for private or private purposes.. No matter which country you live in, you allow us to transfer, process, store, and use your information in countries other than yours in accordance with these privacy policies and to provide you with
services.. You may cease to use the Services at any time but your continued use of or subscription to a Service after the entry into force of any changes to terms or conditions, or that you accept the terms that the Modified accepts to comply with all applicable laws against corruption including laws such as illegal payments to persons for a corrupt purpose in
relation to these conditions verbiet.
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